
The Chair, East West Link (Eastern Section) Project Assessment Committee 
C/- Planning Panels Victoria 
Email: planning.panels@dtpli.vic.gov.au !!
Kororoit Institute makes this submission with respect to traffic performance and impacts 
on the amenity of the environs. We are informed on these matters by our core foci on 
emergence in complex systems and knowledge management in organisations. Further brief 
background to our interest is provided at the end. !
1. Traffic performance !
The CIS treats freight transport as a component of traffic and it has become obvious freight 
is the driving component for most EWL proponents, so this response is particularly 
concerned with how the EWL proposal serves the Victorian Freight and Logistics Plan. !
That and other evidence suggests the freight and traffic performance cannot be understood 
outside the context of the decision making history that led to this proposal, a history we 
should briefly recap. !
References are frequently made to the Metropolitan Transportation Committee's 1969 plan 
prepared in the midst of a flurry of freeway construction, but which also needs to be seen 
in the context of Victoria's world leading 1970 Environment Protection Act. While our 
submission does not directly concern itself with environmental issues, it is important to 
note that the EPA led to a different understanding of the role of waterways and flood plains 
which conflicted with how Gardiners, Moonee Ponds and Koonung Creeks had been 
contained to facilitate those early freeways. !
"In March 1973 Premier Rupert Hamer announced the cancellation of 150 miles of freeway 
from the Metropolitan Transportation Committee’s proposed 307 miles (including) the 
cancellation of the F19 west of Hoddle Street” 
Source: Lay, Max; Melbourne Miles: The Story of Melbourne’s Roads; 2003; p.209 via 
http://mrv.ozroads.net.au/SRNS/M%20Routes/M3%20Eastern/history.htm !
There it mostly rested until, in what would later be revealed as the time of peak car, "in 
May (2005) the Committee for Melbourne business lobby group (...) called for a tunnel 
linking the Eastern Freeway with the Tullamarine Freeway" which consultants 
commissioned by the City of Melbourne blew up into "the East-West Integrated Transport 
Proposal," a "road and rail tunnel linking Doncaster in the east with Deer Park in the west” 
Source: Silkstone, Dan; "$10bn tunnel plan to beat city gridlock" in The Age, August 31, 
2005 retrieved from 
http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2005/08/30/1125302570130.html !
This part of our response is primarily concerned with how decision steps have been 
constrained so as to force unsatisfactory outcomes, but in light of above it is hardly 
surprising that the more recognised starting point of the 2008 Eddington Report was itself 
constrained to investigating the East-West corridor, in advance of decisions that would 
confine the growth of metropolitan Melbourne to a broad arc in the North and West and an 
isolated patch in the far Southeast. !



The 1969 plan had only extended the then F19 to City Link in West Melbourne via a route 
that appears to even dive between the main University of Melbourne Campus and the then 
Melbourne (Primary) Teachers College, with many then imminent changes quickly 
rendering such a route unthinkable. Routes to further west only connected with the then 
F14 at far distant locations. So it was again unsurprising that the Eddington Report may 
have provided a poorly thought through indicative route for an East West road link which 
it concurrently condemned with a 1:0.50 cost:benefit ratio, that full East West component 
being quickly eliminated politically and all visible planning attention moved to the 
accompanying Metro Rail Tunnel and the western half of the road as a glorified next step 
beyond the then widely accepted as ready to proceed Maribyrnong Truck Action Group 
plan. (The new Liberal government managed to confuse the locally popular MTAG with the 
locally controversial Westlink, but that is a side track here.) !
While there was no growth and no prospect of growth in the Eastern Freeway catchment, 
the areas served by inner Melbourne's other freeways were another story altogether and 
struggling despite the M1 corridor upgrade as they all feed the aforementioned growth 
areas. It is hardly surprising that somebody in a back room finally noted that the Eastern 
was only really congested at commuter peak and could potentially have spare capacity for 
freight from South Dandenong via its still newish Eastlink feeder. While that makes some 
sense instinctively, it was immediately blown out of proportion by the notion that it would 
provide real backup in the even of a failure on the M1. Yes it might redistribute some heavy 
traffic, but only if it was cost competitive. !
The real answer to freight is well known to be heavy rail linkage between the Port of 
Melbourne and the kind of intermodal hubs planned for Truganina and Beveridge, but 
with as yet no clear decision about the Southeast nor close decision on how to tackle 
Dandenong rail corridor constraints. (Reviving that end of the old Outer Circle line is the 
obvious medium term answer, but again a diversion here.) What it does mean in that 
investment in what has become the Royal Park road tunnel proposal has to be weighed 
against planned rail-centric enhancement of the freight network. Anything else is 
distraction. !
That gets us to the (boxed, pink) discussion "Developing the Reference Project" on pp 
10-13 of the CIS Executive Summary, particularly "Choosing the Right Corridor". Here it is 
reported that a first choice was made between the Eastern end alignments Northern, 
Southern and Central corridors, a choice which became fatally locked in, whether by poor 
decision making strategy or unavoidable response to politically imposed timeframes. The 
breaking point was that the initially chosen Central corridor quickly proved to have no 
viable Western portal, but efforts were poured into force fitting the impossible rather than 
revisiting the earlier alternatives in search of something that might work. !
There was also another early decision locked in that the link must be comprised entirely of 
restricted access roads (freeway standard) whereas there may be a worthwhile range of 
solutions that would involve a signal controlled intersection when moving from one 
restricted access road to another, such being commonly enough used in other places. (We 
note but don't pursue the point that known East West road traffic is currently constrained 
by two lane Macarthur Road, so volumes without massively induced extra traffic would not 
be prohibitive of a signal controlled intersection.) !
From that overly precommitted base, the proponents went public in May 2013 with an 
initial Project Proposal that included two blatant indications that the project would prove 
unviable. Those initial plans proclaimed "Design to be finalised" on a yellow circle covering 



a huge slab of Parkville West. The final page of Attachment A 3 Appendix A outlined in 
pink "areas of potential environmental sensitivity" which were almost coincident with the 
yellow and green outlined Indicative Corridors for Parts A & B on the same page, together 
with explicit labels of four critical environmental concerns. One of us took a photo tour of 
the area west of the Upfield railway during the intervening weekend and was quickly 
familiarised with most of those plus the revived historic home of baseball in Melbourne, 
Ross Straw Field, right in the middle. A proponent with any awareness of the massive 
differential in sensitivities between such concerns in the inner city and on the urban fringe 
should have immediately identified they were in no go territory and retreated to the 
previous decision point to further evaluate alternatives. !
Worse was to come with the initial round of community information sessions revealing 
viaducts through that area connecting to City Link north and south bound and trapping 
amongst the residue of Manningham Street: Elderly Chinese Home Victoria, busy adding 
extra units; and the EVO Apartments which were quickly revealed to be at a crucial point 
of approaching settlement for off-the-plan purchasers, unwinding of which would have 
caused a loss of confidence in banker-developer relationships which underpin the 
Australian economy. But rather than accept that the Royal Park West portal had to be 
taken off the table and earlier decision points reconsidered, $90 million was quickly found 
to make the EVO problem go away, taking various hopes and dreams with it. !
With the project publicly committed to no exits along the tunnel which might funnel inner 
city traffic onto other North-South roads and produce a real response to peak hour 
congestion turning into and out of Hoddle Street, focus then moved to on and off ramps at 
Elliot Avenue in the heart of Royal Park right where the Zoo tram crosses and at the corner 
of the Zoo itself. When traffic modelling around that exit could not be made workable, 
rather than taking it off the table and stepping back, a belated attempt was made to 
provide relief via an off ramp with no corresponding on ramp at Ormond Road, an exit 
which would provide half the long feared direct to Cox Plate day City Link exit and dump 
even more congestion in the City of Moonee Valley where residents were already running a 
well organised campaign against redevelopment plans for part of the racecourse. This 
move was also too late to be refactored into various technical appendices to the CIS, 
further exacerbating the problem of premature lock in. !
We expand somewhat on numerous problems of detail in our second section covering 
impacts on amenity below. Recapping the above the crucial point is that premature lock in 
of what should have been tentative decisions constrained the project onto something far 
worse than simple unviability: a swathe of completely unacceptable social, environmental, 
traffic and freight management costs. Before getting to amenity issues, we wish to further 
apply our systems expertise to noting some other methodological weaknesses evident in 
the planning process. !
1.1 Localising costs and benefits !
While accepting that any benefits to the project, even more so with respect to road freight, 
may require the completion of more than Stage 1, with or without Part B in accordance 
with arguments presented in detail by the City of Melbourne, this still leaves unanswered 
our early request to see whether the same cost benefit analysis would deliver, as we 
anticipate, a higher net benefit from Westlink alone, leaving Stage 1 as a net loser even if 
the whole project were completed. !



A further cursory glance at the admittedly sparse data provided in the CIS suggests that 
more than half of the travel time improvement sought through the tunnel might be 
achieved by a simple half up half down grade separation where Alexandra Parade crosses 
Nicholson Street to become Princes Street. Well over half the excess travel time westbound 
at morning peak was approaching Nicholson from the east, and likewise from the west in 
the evening peak, although the latter has notably sparse recording points for the handful of 
trips in each direction. (Accompanying data from other times and directions makes it 
abundantly clear these are the only two cases with any significance.) !
Clearly the entry of traffic from Queens Parade and ultimately Heidelberg Road is a critical 
complicating factor, Chandler Highway no longer providing a sane peak hour diversion for 
Heidelberg traffic headed for the inner city. Might this be usefully alleviated by extending 
lessons learnt from the phenomenal success of the 401 bus shuttle from North Melbourne 
railway station to the University precinct? An inconsequential change to Hurstbridge line 
stopping patterns to include Victoria Park for all services would facilitate, say, every 
second 401 weekday shuttle run being extended, possibly via a reopened for buses only 
Barkly Street, to Victoria Park; while the seven day 402 service could be extended past the 
Mercy and Freemasons hospitals to terminate at Jolimont station. This would open similar 
benefits to the Clifton Hill group as are enjoyed by the North Melbourne group in advance 
of much longer term plans to provide new heavy rail corridors serving those alignments 
and the University precinct. !
What is most obvious is that there can be no confidence in claims made for the whole East 
West link while such local potential cost benefit quick wins remain unexamined. This 
statement is made in full knowledge of the strong preference of investment funds, still 
blighted with City Link envy in spite of universal subsequent counter examples, for 
restricting their supposed due diligence costs to invariably fraught megaprojects. That list 
of failed inner urban road financing starts with Sydney's more sensible looking but now 
twice bankrupt Cross City Tunnel and includes other recent projects in Sydney and 
Brisbane. It is our considered opinion that Melbourne has reached the stage of city 
development where no further growth of traffic and freight into and through the inner 
regions can be provided on roads for solid empirical reasons expanded below, and thus the 
increasing heavy lifting must be done on additional heavy rail corridors to facilitate 
necessary adjustments to the on-road usage mix. !
1.2 Mathematical limits !
All else being equal, the rate of tarmac growth to service road traffic is exponentially faster 
than the rate of growth of vehicle numbers because the average length of trips grows, more 
so for trips via central areas. So all planning needs to focus on reducing reasons to make 
vehicular trips within the core of growing cities. Providing additional through routes has 
the opposite effect. !
In addition, Braess's Paradox is a mathematical analysis backed up by numerous practical 
examples which show that seemingly obvious additional in-network connections can have 
an overall negative effect on the performance of a network such as roads in which agents 
(drivers) make independent choices as to their own best routes, the sum of which is 
deleterious. Overall flow can often be improved by deleting rather than adding choice. 
Refer, e.g.: Braess paradox. B.D. Calvert (originator), Encyclopedia of Mathematics. URL: 
http://www.encyclopediaofmath.org/index.php?title=Braess_paradox&oldid=16356 !



There appears to be no evidence in the CIS of consideration being to such known 
constraints on network design in preference for gut feelings about "obvious" gaps. The 
modelling data provided by GHD in Technical Appendix E suggests that at best the 
proposal will be neutral in overall network performance terms, though with enough of the 
traffic increases concentrated in the southeastern quarter of the City on Moonee Valley 
that catastrophic overloading will become commonplace. !
1.3 Bigger picture considerations !
Its general lack of real strategic consideration aside, the contemporaneous development of 
Plan Melbourne is further compromised by an imposed need to add unjustifiable support 
for the East West Link proposal in a transparently empty exercise in circular self-reference. 
This also partially infects the otherwise more solid Freight and Logistics Plan. Despite that 
handicap, Plan Melbourne does make some useful suggestions, none more so than the 
RRL-catalysed focus on Sunshine as both a growth hub and a major medical-educational 
employment precinct. !
If there really is need to accommodate additional traffic through the vicinity of Royal Park 
West, rather than totally unacceptable postured destruction of major environmental and 
social assets, a better start might be made by looking at the possibility of timely relocation 
to a long term future in Sunshine of Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, youth detention 
centres and other facilities in the excision to the southeast of Oak and Park Streets, 
rehabilitating that as part of Royal Park with retention of any significant buildings for 
public purposes. !
Given the City of Melbourne's keenness to bury Macarthur Road and their entirely sensible 
analysis of the lack of justification for Part B, it should be possible to push City Link North 
(Tullamarine Freeway) traffic up an underused but prioritisable Royal Parade to a 
reconfiguration of East-bound Brunswick Road and West-bound Park Street and piggy 
backing the Ormond Road ramps as is in the current proposal North-bound. !
City of Melbourne's three alternate visions for reducing the impact of viaducts across Ross 
Straw Field look even more a necessary exercise in muddying waters than our early 
proposal for a viaduct from Elliot Avenue to beyond City Link (see background at end). 
They do a good job of individually highlighting some but not all of the disasters embedded 
in the proposal's Western portal and viaducts. In the unlikely event that there can be some 
sensible capacity improvement further east, a two lane two way cut and cover from East of 
Royal Parade via Macarthur Road and one side of Elliot Avenue to the Racecourse Road 
City Link ramps might make sense and allow a residual two way two lane full old 
alignment Elliot Avenue to service the interior of Royal Park without need to cater for 
through traffic to and from City Link North and South nor Racecourse Road West. !
Either alternately or in conjunction, it would be timely to revisit apparently also on-hold 
plans to upgrade Chandler Highway which given four new through lanes may be able to 
divert more Eastern Freeway traffic to other routes and reduce pressure on Hoddle Street 
and Alexandra Parade, especially by further constraining any peak boosting city side of 
Chandler Highway. This could even lead to the restoration of the rail bridge as part of a 
quick fix first stage from Doncaster Park and Ride via Fairfield as well as the eventual 
restoration of the full old Outer Circle alignment as part of a bigger vision for inner heavy 
rail interconnectivity that we won't take further here. !



2. Impacts on the amenity of the environs !
The proposed Western portal ramps and viaducts impact a vast array of community 
facilities and public spaces including places of environmental importance. The often 
irreplaceable value of such things bears almost no relationship to capital costs and can be 
largely destroyed by extended "temporary" loss of access. Such places are embedded with 
shared knowledge and personal meaning which needs a natural regime of active 
maintenance. We will briefly discuss some of the most obvious threatened by plans for 
Royal Park West and for the City of Moonee Valley close to the Moonee Ponds Creek. !
From long before their physical embodiment, such amenities are likely to have had many 
years of investment from community advocates, local authorities and other interested 
parties, all of which increases their value to those people, their heirs and successors. 
During their active use they become a mediator of shared memories which empower those 
who have enjoyed them to continue their use for as long as they can be confident in their 
continuation. These experiences are at the very base of our social contract often providing 
the first evidence of the rewards that come to those who contribute to social and 
environmental good. !
2.1 Royal Park West !
Trin Warren Tam-boore treatment wetland, storage pond and underground storage are a 
multidimensional dividend which partly compensates for the permanent alienation of the 
Commonwealth Games Village while providing other benefits which extend far beyond 
Royal Park. Most importantly, it has quickly become an accessible reference site for the 
dividends modern storm water management can bring including its practical application of 
securing irrigation to substantial areas of parkland and roadside vegetation and cleansing 
of run off before it enters major waterways and the Bay. It has also quickly become clearly 
the most productive bird watching site in inner Melbourne, attracting academic visitors 
from as far as California with plans to return annually. The extremely foolhardy and 
obviously unnecessary inclusion of the treatment pond inside the project boundary adds 
insult to injury. !
Ross Straw Field was the first purpose built baseball diamond in Melbourne in the 1960s 
following the game's promotion to the Melbourne public via demonstration matches in 
conjunction with then VFL games. Since the 2006 Commonwealth Games and above 
mentioned storm water development, first grade baseball has returned with a proper 
diamond at Ross Straw Field alongside seasonal cricket and soccer fields, forming an 
extensive green field largely surrounded by areas planted with indigenous vegetation 
including precious remnant pockets. These investments were clearly predicated on 
multigenerational usage and not something to be discarded at whim. !
While it might look cute to a road planner to pull a portal out the side of a natural 
escarpment at viaduct height, this has clearly been done without any on ground awareness 
of the significance of the escarpment as the target area is currently fenced off from public 
access to assist regeneration. An adjacent section to the north has been infused with rocks 
to provide habitat for the endangered local population of Royal Park's emblematic White's 
Skink as well as tracks to connect to Federation Trail and the noted geology of the old 
cutting adjacent to Upfield railway line which has long served as a field reference site for 
the University of Melbourne but is proposed to be destroyed by cut and cover construction 
of tunnel portals. 



!
2.2 Travancore and adjacent !
The $2.5 million budget cost of the adventure playground at Debneys Park vastly 
underestimates its social value to the community, both the under resourced residents of 
the flats and the wider community. The fact that it attracts a wider community to this place 
is particularly significant. It is also very early days in establishing utilisation, so any 
interruption would be even more destructive. City Link has for several years underwritten 
clean up and planting projects there in conjunction with local environmental 
organisations. These have engaged residents of the flats in developing social and 
environmental responsibility at the same time as exposing other locals to the food and 
other culture the residents brought with them from troubled homelands. It was thought 
important enough to protect the flats from road noise with the specially designed sound 
tunnel when the otherwise environmentally insensitive City Link was constructed, so it is 
unthinkable that a more enlightened era would actually propose pushing even higher and 
more exposed viaducts between those sound tunnels and the flats while trashing the 
adventure playground below. !
Convergence of Federation Trail and Moonee Ponds Creek Trail at Flemington Bridge sees 
ever increasing use by commuter and recreational cyclists alongside walkers and other trail 
users to the point of City of Moonee Valley developing plans for trail improvements in the 
area. The plan for separation of commuter cyclists through Travancore Park was ready to 
proceed before it became overshadowed by the East West Link proposal, while plans for 
improvements around a black spot at the Flemington Bridge station entrance were 
advanced. Even cyclists' and others' long problematic relationship with the flat concrete 
expanse surrounding the square channel that contains the normal flow of Moonee Ponds 
Creek and defines a kilometre of the boundary of the Cities of Melbourne and Moonee 
Valley, was starting to benefit from a decline in desk bound scrutiny, the dystopian setting 
becoming an outlet for media experiments and other youthful release. While there are 
strong arguments to try to redress the worst of the, with hindsight, environmental 
vandalism the Creek here has been blighted with, it has potential that may be even more 
interesting than that, especially if the community is allowed to play. Even the long decried 
gateway sculptures and pond may be settling into a useful role for which more time is the 
most important requirement, lest they be consigned to an ever transient fate similar to 
Melbourne's other "yellow peril". Many birds have taken well to the pond. !
While the CIS plays up the notion that the primary function of this section of the Moonee 
Ponds Creek is for storm water alleviation, it only plays that role for a few hours per year. 
For the rest of the time it can and does sometimes serve other needs. Further along that 
stretch of Creek cum drain, Essendon Hockey Centre and Brisbane Reserve provide very 
different attractions but a similar story of many years of community work invested in their 
current utilisation, all of which the East West Link CIS is indifferent about abusing, 
especially during its extended construction phase. You cannot put live communities on 
hold for years without doing unconscionable damage. While damage through this region 
was already specified by the long north bound on ramp in early versions of the East West 
Link proposal, the late expansion of that viaduct to divert traffic from Elliot Avenue to 
Ormond Road has amplified these destructive scenarios. !!!!



3. In conclusion !
Kororoit Institute recommends that the Planning Panel advise the Minister that the East 
West Link proposal CIS does not meet acceptable design and performance standards with 
respect to traffic including freight movement nor with respect to amenity of the environs, 
especially in Royal Park West and along the boundary of the City of Moonee Valley as 
discussed in our part 2 above. !
The then proponents of Kororoit Institute presented a special session of the World 
Knowledge Cities (November) 2010 Summit on Putting Community Knowledge in Place. 
Kororoit Institute was subsequently formed by members of Melbourne Emergence Meetup 
and the Institute continues to support the operation of that group. Two recent Emergence 
Meetups focused on the East West Link proposal: in August with a presentation that 
included a suggested simplification to avoid touching Royal Park West; and in November 
in conjunction with RMIT Masters of Landscape Architecture students from the 
UPSTREAM Studio and the Moonee Ponds Creek Co-ordination Committee. 
http://www.slideshare.net/ynotds/puttinng-community-knowledge-in-place!
https://vimeo.com/72142570!
http://rmitstudio.wix.com/upstream!!
Our lead author of this submission presented on Melbourne planning at both Knowledge 
Cities and the November 2012 Thriving Neighbourhoods conference. He is also a member 
of the City of Brimbank's Economic Development and Transport Advisory Committee. 
http://www.slideshare.net/ynotds/the-trails-of-two-cities !
http://www.slideshare.net/ynotds/planning-and-delivery-of-urban-and-
suburban-services-opportunities-for-revisiting-forgotten-options-15493503!


